June 22, 2015

Dear OES parents,

It's time to sign up for 2015-16 school bus service! We encourage you to consider using the OES bus, particularly in the coming year when campus traffic may be impacted by the construction of the new Lower School building. Once the project is underway, we'll send out instructions detailing next year's pick-up and drop-off routines, but if your children ride the bus you'll be able to sidestep the congestion on campus.

One of the features of the OES bus program is that we offer these flexible options that allow you to choose bus service that meets your individual needs:

- Round-trip service.
- One-way service (AM or PM).
- Partial week service (choose the days you'd like you children to ride).
- Occasional per-ride ($7.00) service to established stops
- Sports season credit

Additional information about bus service coverage area, costs, and program features is provided in the attached fact sheet. If you have questions, please call or e-mail either one of us.

We make decisions about routing based on ridership density, and have observed changing trends in the last few years. We will be taking a close look at our service areas this summer, possibly adding coverage to some areas and reducing in others. Please be sure to respond early so we can have the best information possible when making our decisions.

To sign up for bus service, please go to: (Insert hyperlink here) complete the attached enrollment form, and return it to Robbi. You may scan and e-mail the application, fax it, mail it, or type the requested information in an e-mail reply to Robbi. Please return your applications by June 30th.
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Fax: (503) 768-3192
garvinr@oes.edu
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